The brain activity of multiple subjects has been shown to synchronize during salient moments of natural stimuli, suggesting that correlation of neural responses indexes a brain state operationally termed 'engagement'. While past electroencephalography (EEG) studies have considered both auditory and visual stimuli, the extent to which these results generalize to music-a temporally structured stimulus for which the brain has evolved specialized circuitry-is less understood. Here we investigated neural correlation during natural music listening by recording dense-array EEG responses from N = 48 adult listeners as they heard real-world musical works, some of which were temporally disrupted through shuffling of short-term segments (measures), reversal, or randomization of phase spectra. We measured neural correlation across responses (inter-subject correlation) and between responses and stimulus envelope fluctuations (stimulus-response correlation) in the time and frequency domains. Stimuli retaining basic musical features evoked significantly correlated neural responses in all analyses.
to maximize correlation, in time (R T ), of the projected data across response trials. The optimization procedure, described extensively in Dmochowski et al. (2012 Dmochowski et al. ( , 2015 , reduces 227 to an eigenvalue solution whereby the resulting weight vectors w i and their coefficients are 228 the ordered eigenvectors and eigenvalues, respectively, of across-trial covariance relative to 229 within-trial covariance (Bookstein & Mitteroecker, 2014) . 230 We performed RCA using a publicly available Matlab implementation. 4 For each cal-231 culation we computed five RCs, retaining only the first seven principal components of the We focused our analyses on the time courses of the maximally correlated component (RC1). 243 We computed ISC on a per-stimulus basis by correlating RC1 time courses over the full 244 duration of the stimulus. We used a one-against-all procedure, whereby the ISC of each trial 245 was the mean correlation of that trial with all other trials. We report the mean ISC across all 246 N = 24 trials for a given stimulus, as well as the standard error of the mean. actual EEG responses on a per-trial basis. We report mean correlation, and standard error 267 of the mean, across the 24 stimulus-response correlations for each stimulus.
268
The inter-subject and stimulus-response analyses described above produced one corre-269 lation per trial. In order to assess the relation between the two measures, we correlated 270 per-trial ISC-SRC pairs across all stimuli (384 trials). We report the correlation coefficient 271 and its significance. stimuli; Phase responses were excluded because those stimuli did not have a steady beat. 275 We computed inter-subject and stimulus-response magnitude-squared coherence on a per-276 stimulus basis using a DFT length of 1,024, a 5-second Hamming window, and 50% overlap 277 between windows. This procedure output coherence magnitudes over frequencies 0-62.5 Hz
278
(Nyquist) with a resolution of 0.122 Hz. As was done for time-domain analyses, we computed 279 inter-subject coherence in a one-against-all fashion, while stimulus-response coherence was 280 computed between every trial RC1 vector and the corresponding vector of stimulus envelope 281 fluctuations (without the regression procedure). Based on visualizations of mean coherence 282 from 0-12 Hz, we identified for each song the frequency corresponding to the most prominent 283 coherence peak across stimulus conditions. This is henceforth termed the 'frequency of 284 interest' for that song. We report the mean, and standard error of the mean, of magnitude-285 squared coherence at the frequency of interest for each stimulus.
286
The relationship between inter-subject and stimulus-response coherence was assessed by 287 aggregating RC1 coherence measures across stimuli at each song's frequency of interest. We 288 then correlated the trial-wise inter-subject and stimulus-response measures. We report the 289 correlation coefficient and its statistical significance.
290
We computed cross power spectral density (CPSD) phase angles using the same DFT and 291 windowing paramaters used for coherence analyses. Inter-subject CPSD phase angles were 292 computed on a per-trial basis using the one-against-all procedure described previously. While
293
in the time-domain SRC analysis it was necessary to temporally filter stimulus envelopes to 294 account for unknown delays, here the delay can be observed directly from the phase of the 295 cross spectrum. We present the mean and standard deviation of phase angles across the 24 296 trials from 0-12 Hz on a per-stimulus basis. We also visualize distributions of CPSD phase 297 at the frequency of interest of each stimulus using polar histograms.
298
Statistical Analyses
299
The significance of each EEG analysis was assessed using the permutation testing approach 300 described by Theiler et al. (1992) . Surrogate EEG data were generated by phase-scrambling 301 each trial matrix prior to input to RCA-in fact the same approach used to create the phase-302 scrambled stimuli. Phases were randomized independently for each trial, and all electrodes in 303 a given trial were assigned the same randomized conjugate-symmetric distribution of phases.
304
The resulting data preserved aggregate power spectra and autocorrelation characteristics 305 inherent to EEG, but stimulus-driven temporal characteristics were lost (Sturm et al., 2014) . 306 We computed RCA over 1,000 independent instantiations of surrogate data, and the resulting 307 component data underwent all subsequent correlation and coherence analyses. These results 308 formed the null distribution of each analysis, against which we compared the experimental 309 results for calculation of p-values.
310
The statistical significance of behavioral ratings (Likert ratings approximating a contin-311 uous variable, Norman (2010) as modulated noise (Song 1 waveforms shown in Figure 1A ; Songs 2-4 waveforms included 354 in Supplementary Figure S1 ). As suggested by visual inspection of Figure 1B, of Pleasantness (χ 2 (1) = 5.00, p FDR = 0.028), Order (χ 2 (1) = 5.11, p FDR = 0.027), and 362 Interest (χ 2 (1) = 4.30, p FDR = 0.040) but not Musicality (χ 2 (1) = 2.72, p FDR = 0.10). SRC results ( Figure 3A) stimuli, this procedure involved 384 trials. We observed a significant correlation ( Figure 3B) , 420 with SRC explaining roughly 45 percent of the variance of ISC (r = 0.76, p = 1.01e-51).
421
Frequency-domain EEG correlations implicate musical beat 422
To determine whether correlated temporal activations implicated perceptually relevant fre-423 quencies, we computed the magnitude-squared coherence spectrum (frequency-domain cor-424 relation) of RC1 activations for responses to Intact, Measure, and Reversed stimuli, which 425 retained a steady beat. Coherence was computed among responses to a given stimulus 426 (inter-subject) as well as between responses and envelope fluctuations (stimulus-response).
427
We observed prominent peaks in the low-frequency coherence spectrum (0-12 Hz). As shown 428 in Figure 4A , peaks occurred at frequencies corresponding to metrically relevant groupings 429 and subdivisions of the musical beat for each song (e.g., at 5.2 Hz for Song 1, see Supple-430 mentary Figures S5-S7 for Songs 2-4). Interestingly, dominant peaks tended to occur in the 431 5-7 Hz range-a frequency often employed in studies of the visual system, but one which 432 implicated different multiples of the perceptual tempo frequency (different beat 'harmonics') 433 depending upon the tempo of each song.
434
In a post-hoc analysis, we analyzed distributions of magnitude-squared coherence at 435 the peak frequency of each stimulus ( Figure 5A-B) . Permutation testing revealed statisti-436 cally significant coherence at the 'frequency of interest' for each stimulus in inter-subject 437 (p FDR < 0.001, FDR corrected, 12 comparisons) and stimulus-response (p FDR < 0.001,
438
FDR corrected, 12 comparisons) contexts. In addition, coherence distributions at these fre- inter-subject χ 2 (3) = 111.26, p < 2.2e-16; stimulus-response χ 2 (3) = 41.239, p = 1.1e-09). C A B Figure 5 : Peak coherence values. (A) Inter-subject coherence at each song's frequency of interest was always statistically significant (permutation test p < 0.001, FDR corrected) and varied according to stimulus condition (repeated-measures ANOVA, p < 0.001). Intact and Measure coherence were higher than Reversed coherence (repeated-measures ANOVA, p < 0.001, FDR corrected) but did not differ significantly from one another. (B) Stimulus-response coherence at the same frequencies was also significant (permutation test p < 0.001, FDR corrected) and varied according to stimulus condition (repeated-measures ANOVA, p < 0.001), with higher coherence for Intact and Measure compared to Reversed (repeated-measures ANOVA, p < 0.001, FDR corrected). (C) Correlation of stimulus-response and inter-subject coherence for individual trials was significant at the peak frequency for the respective stimulus (r = 0.77), with stimulus-response coherence explaining 59% of the variance of inter-subject coherence.
to converge at frequencies corresponding to maximal coherence peaks (though this was not 467 always the case; see Song 2 and Song 3 Reversed responses, Supplementary Figure S5 -S6).
468
We next compared the distributions of phase angles at the frequency of interest impli-469 cated by coherence peaks by visualizing them as polar histograms (visualized for Song 1 in 470 Figure 4B ; results for other songs are shown in Supplementary Figure S5-S7 responses and between trials and corresponding stimulus envelopes.
585
We found significantly correlated activity at beat-related frequencies in both inter-subject 586 and stimulus-response contexts. Largest peaks tended to occur at the tempo harmonic in 587 the 5-7 Hz range regardless of stimulus tempo. For Song 1 this implied twice the tempo fre-588 quency, while for the other songs it implied four times the tempo frequency. As can be seen in Figure S3 : Summed correlation coefficients and ISC for RC1-3. (A) Summed correlation coefficients for RC1-3 were highest for responses to Measure stimuli and lowest for responses to Phase stimuli. (B) For each stimulus, ISC was computed separately for RCs 1-3 and then summed. A repeatedmeasures ANOVA indicated that summed ISC differed significantly according to stimulus condition (χ 2 (3) = 305.83, p < 2.2e-16). Follow-up pairwise comparisons showed that Measure stimuli elicited highest summed ISC across RC1-3 (χ 2 (1) ≥ 50.69, p FDR ≤ 1.3e-12, FDR corrected, 6 comparisons), and Phase stimuli elicited lowest RC1-3 ISC (χ 2 (1) ≥ 129.05, p FDR ≤ 4.4e-16). In fact, ISC for Phase RCs 2 and 3 was sometimes negative. Figure S4 : ISC is inversely related to envelope dynamics in musical stimuli. We computed both the ISC and the absolute mean of the envelope derivative along 5-sec time windows of all presented stimuli. Results were pooled across songs. For two of the three stimulus conditions retaining musical features, we found a significant inverse relationship between ISC and the amount of fluctuation in the envelope. For phase-scrambled stimuli, a small but significant positive correlation between ISC and envelope fluctuation was observed. Overall, all correlations were weak (|r| ≤ 0.15). These findings indicate that conditional differences in envelope dynamics do not explain those in the ISC ( Figure 2C) . 
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